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Here’s the story
Yes! After much experimentation, Fatboy proudly presents a beanbag fully made from recycled materials.  Fatboy’s 

Original has been available with a 100 percent recycled cover for a while. But with the Original Slim Cord, Fatboy 

is taking it further, filled as it is with 3,543,897 (well, near enough) revolutionary airy beans, made from recycled 

construction and packaging materials. An absolute first. An inner bag, made of recycled non-woven polyester, keeps 

all those beans in check. And its sturdy, ribbed woven cover, made from recycled polyester, will instantly give every 

interior a relaxed ambiance. 100 percent quality and 100 percent style.

Durable + quality = many years of fun 
Fatboy makes design for life. Every day Fatboy’s design team tries out new ways of making design sustainable, 

without compromising on quality. That sometimes calls for incredible staying power. They spent ages 

researching ways of developing EPS beans with comparable airiness and springiness, so that your beanbag’s 

comfort matches its good looks, and will keep doing so for many years to come. This recycled beanbag is a 

milestone that Fatboy would really like to celebrate with you.  

25 years of Fatboy’s Original beanbag 
Since its launch in 1998, Fatboy’s Original has been the center of everyone’s attention, in living rooms, gardens, 

balconies, parties, beaches and even on ski slopes. In 25 years, this beanbag has become a design classic in all its 

guises, from velvety recycled polyester to stonewashed cotton. The Original has become the hangout of choice 

for originals in every generation. And you ain’t seen nothin’ yet: 

Fatboy has only just started!yet: Fatboy has only just started!

Nice to know! 
• For indoor use.   

• Available in cream, deep blue and teddybear.  

• Material cover: 100% post-consumer polyester (100% rPET).

• Filling: recycled expanded polystyrene.

• Dimensions: 155 x 120 cm.

• Weight: 5.4 kg.
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